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Abstract

Live migration of virtual machine provides significant
benifits to achieve dynamic load balancing in Data Cen-
ters. We present a centralized strategy, which automates
the task of monitoring, detecting the highly loaded machine
and creating a new mapping of virtual machines over phys-
ical machines.This Paper discuss the design of Centralized
strategy.we will implement this design over a cluster with
XEN hypervisor.

Keywords: VM(Virtual Machine), PM(Physical Ma-
chine), VFR(Virtual Firewall Router).

1 Introduction

Today Data centers play a vital role in enterprise system,
e-commerce sites and web hosting. Server resources dis-
tributed over different applications runing over physical
machines. Applications can fluctuate the workload over a
physical machine. Currently monitoring the workload and
initiating the migration is manual process. which requires
continuous attention and it is also error-prone. Paper [1]
addresses the black-box and gray-box technique to address
dynamic load balance challenges. Black-box strategy is OS
and application agnostic while gray-box uses small statis-
tics of OS-level. Both strategies are centralized. we have
used black box technique with differnet design of migra-
tion strategy. Since we have defined two kinds of nodes
for physical machines, Central node and Slave nodes.

The remaining part of paper divided in three sections.
Monitoring, Detection of heavily loaded machines and Mi-
gration strategy.

2 Monitoring

In black box strategy, all parameters inferred from phys-
ical machine rather than from inside of each virtual ma-
chine. And most of the information we can get from [4]
XEN hypervisor. we have considered following parame-
ters.

2.1 CPU Monitoring

Domain-0 provides the all CPU usages of a phyisical ma-
chine. XENTOP command can be used to monitor the
CPU values.

2.2 Network Monitoring

Virtual firewall-router(VFR) interface enables [4] XEN to
multiplex all its virtual interface onto the physical network
interfaces. By using /proc/net/dev, one can monitor the
network.

2.3 Memory Monitoring

XEN Hypervisor gives the constant amount of memory
used by Virtual machines, which is initially specified by
user. Memory used can also be monitored by XENTOP.

Above mentioned parameters can be periodically sent
to the Central node. Central node will decide the status
of other nodes on the basis of global information.

3 Detection Of Highly Loaded
Physical Machine

On the basis of details provide by slave nodes, Central
node deciedes the migration strategy. a migration signal
will be flaged if k out of n values and next predicted value
croses the threshold. we have used Linear curve fitting
equation to get the predicted value by following equation.

u(k+1) = µ + σ ( u(k) - µ)

where { u(1),u(2),..,u(k) } are data set.

µ is mean and σ is standard deviation of data set.

µ =
∑i=N

i=1 u(i) / N =
∑
U / N
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σ2 =
∑

(U − µ )2 / N

A server can be loaded along one or more of three
dimensions- Memory, Network bandwidth or CPU usage.
To capture all three dimensions we have defined a quantity
called volume, which capture three dimensions.

volume = cpu * mem * net

where cpu, net and mem are corresponding utilizations of
the resources. Since the volume is directly proportional
to used paprameters, so higher the resources utilization,
greater the volume.This quantity captures the load along
three dimensions.

4 Migration Staretgy

Once the overloaded server has been found along any of the
parameters, we have to go for migration. in stead of using
heuristic technique to find physical machine( where load
can be migrate), we will get the benifit of the quantity
volume. to determine which virtual machine to migrate
and where to migrate, algorithm orders PM’s in decreasing
order of volume as well as orders each VM’s inside of PM
in decreasing order of volume.

Since the machine with highest volume may not be the
overloaded along any of the dimensions, so once a over-
loaded machine detected, algorithm will keep the id of that
machine, and then algorithm proceeds from least volume
physical server. migration will be feasible if the server has
enough CPU, network and memory.if the least volume ma-
chine has not sufficient resources then the algorithm will
move to next least volume machine untill it find a best
match. it may not necessary that there will be a match
of machine, in that case the algorithm will look for next
machine which is overloaded.

5 Threshold Value

In paper [1] Threshold value is a constant quantity. There
are disadvantage of fixed threshold value. small threshold
value may cause useless migration while a too large thresh-
old value may reduce the effect of load balance mecha-
nism. in our design we have taken the advantage of cen-
tralized design. since central node has information about
all slave node, so central node can deciede the threshold
value based on the total load distributed over all machines.
In this case threshold adjust when the [3] global values
changes. for e.g.

Consider N physical machine with their current re-
sources utilization values are:

{ (C1, B1,M1), (C2, B2,M2), .., (CN , BN ,MN ) }

where
Ci is CPU used by ith machine.

Bi is Network bandwidth used by ith machine.
Mi is Memory used by ith machine.

Consider for CPU utilization

Cavg =
∑i=N

i=1 Ci/N

Cthreshold =

{
75% if Cavg <= 75%
Cnew if Cavg > 75%

where Cnew = (MAX Ci + Cavg)/2

Cavg is average of CPU used by N PM’s.
Cthreshold is threshold defined on the basis of global load.

The above threshold value will try to balance the load
on the basis of global information.

6 NODES Description

In the ceteralized design we will consider two kinds of
nodes

1. Slave Nodes

2. Central Node

6.1 Slave Nodes

Slave nodes are the physical machine, where Virtual
machines run. Each slave node sends the resources
utilization to central node in periodic time.
Slave Node:
Send()
{
Send the resource utilization of each VM along with the
ID of VM and PM to central node in l period of time.
l period contains n values of each parameters.
}

Recieve()
{
Recieve the instruction of migration from Central Node.
Central node will send the VM ID which is going to mi-
grate as well as the ID of destination PM.
}

6.2 Central Node

Central Node play the vital role in our design. It sets the
threshold value based on the global load information. On
the basis of threshold value, Central node detect the over-
loaded Servers. After detecting the overloaded Servers,
Central Node will use migration policy to migrate the VM
from overloaded server to lightly loaded server.

Central Node:
Recieve()
{
Recieve the information from every slave nodes.
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Deciede Threshold() //Fix the Threshold value for
each parameters on the basis of gloabal load.

DetectOverLoad() //Detect heavily loaded PM. if K
out of N values and predicted value crosses the threshold.

MigrationPolicy() //Use migration policy if heavily
loaded PM detected

}

Migration Policy

• In each Slave node sort the VM on the basis of Vol-
ume.

• Sort all the slave node basis of Volume.

• Try mapping heavily loaded PM with least loaded
PM.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents the design of our implementation of
project. In this paper we have automates the monitoring,
detection of overloaded servers and new mapping between
PM and VM. We have used OS and application agnos-
tic technique to measure the parameters value. we have
considered the multidimension parameters (CPU, Memory
and CPU).
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